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ABSTRACT 

Since 1950, a number of models have been proposed to explain the observa
tions of comets. For the most party the icy conglomerate rapde,l ,o£ Whipple* has 
been" the standard, by which otheis ha»e fullowBd. -In—light-of- the recent images 
made by tit« VEGA and GIOTTO spacecraft' of comet Halley, we^presanx hete a 
model of the nucleus/that retains the advantages of the icy conglomerate for
malism on a local level, while at the ваши Ll№J.ntroducesf a new global frame-
work^We. discuss->t.he model in terms"of the mouriting knowledge of ca 3ts, the 
creation of the nucleus in the cosmogonic sense« and expectations of future 
analysis of data and observations^ lie also present, W new methodology for cal
culating the evolution and thermal profiles of the nucleus. -

/ 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Начиная с 1950 года для интерпретации результатов наблюдений комет было 
предложено несколько моделей. Большинство из них основывается на модели кон
гломерата лыода Випла. На основе снимков кометы Галлея, полученных космиче
скими аппаратами ВЕГА и ДЖОТТО, предлагается новая модель ядра кометы, которая 
сохраняет преимущества формализма о конгломерате льда на локальном уровне, но 
дает новое глобальное описание ядра. Исходя из нашей модели обсуждаются вопро
сы о структуре кометы и образовании ее ядра с точки зрения космогонии, а также 
информация, ожидаемая после дальнейшей обработки данных и результатов наблюде
ний. Приводится новый метод расчетов по развитию ядра кометы и его тепловому 
профилю. 

KIVONAT 
1950 óta számos modellt javasoltak az Ustökösmegfigyelések magyarázatára. 

Ezek legnagyobb része Whipple jég-konglomerátum modelljén alapult, melyet má
sok követtek. A Vega és Giotto űrszondák legújabb Halley-képeinek fényében 
egy üstökösmag modellt javasolunk, amely megtartja a jég-konglomerátum forma
izmus előnyeit lokális szinten, ugyanakkor uj globális leírást ad. A modell 

alapján diszkutáljuk az üstökös felépítését, a mag kialakulását kozmogéniai 
értelemben, valamint az adatok és megfigyelések további analíziséből várható 
információt. A mag fejlődésének és termikus profiljának számítására uj mód
szert mutatunk be. 



1. INTRODUCTION 
2 3 

Although the sand bank model and its variants enjoyed 
popular scientific support in the decades prior to 1950, the icy 
conglomerate of Whipple has since then been elevated to the pro
totypical model of cometary nuclei. To be sure, Delsemme and 

4 Swings introduced the idea of clathrate hydrates to cometary science so as to explain the "turning-on" of comets inside about 5 3 AU, while Houpis et al , observing that the production ratio of 
"guest molecules" to water molecules exceed one-sixth in some 
comets, backed-off slightly from the clathrate idea with th-2 che
mical differentiation model. Furthermore, the random accretion 6 7 models of Donn and his colleagues ? , the mantle-core grain mo-

8 9 
dels of O'Dell and Greenberg , and the percolation model of 
Horányi and Kecskeméty have provided various details of the icy 
conglomerate in terms of local and global structure and grain 
composition. Finally, and most recent, Weissman has suggested 
the primordial rubble pile, an agglomeration of smaller icy con-7 glomerates that is strongly akin to the model of Donn et al. 

Simultaneous with this development of the nucleus models 
has been the advancement of theories dealing with the evolution 
of the nucleus as it orbits the sun. The now classic Mendis-Brin 

12 mantle growth approach is widely utilized and is perhaps best 
13 

illustrated by the improvements of Horányi et al and Fanale 
and Salvail . Models have also been constructed which consider 
strictly an ice-dust "surface" of only a few tens of thermal skin 
depths 5 ' 1 6 , while other theories attempt to calculate thermal profiles for the entire nucleus 1 7" 1 9. Finally, the research of 

20 21 
Smoluchowski and his colleagues , and Klinger have concentre 
ted on the importance of porosity and conductivity evolution. 
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A more detailed discussion of all the above quoted work 
22 23 

can be found in Mendis et al and Gombosi et al. 
In what follows, it is our intention to demonstrate that 

the present icy conglomerate model and its offspring require a 
major although perhaps not radical alteration. We also intend to 
show that because of this alteration, the present methodology 
for calculating the evolution and thermal profiles of the nucleus 
is misdirected. To illustrate these points, we first briefly re
view the relevant observations, including the recent images made 
by the VEGA and GIOTTO spacecraft of comet Halley. We then pre
sent our icy-glue model with its natural explanation of the ob
servations and its need for a new methodology for calculating 
the nucleus thermal profiles. This is followed by a short dis
cussion on the model's place in the cosmogonic evolution of the 
solar system. Finally, we conclude with predictions of future 
observations. 

2. OBSERVATIONS 

Besides explaining the production rate of various chemical 
species in the cometary coma, all nucleus modeling has been con
strained by the following observational facts: the light-curve 
of a comet is asymmetric with respect to perihelion; most short 
and long period comets (P<200 yrs) "turn-on" inside about 3 AU; 
and some "new" comets show gas activity at very large helio
centric distances (5-10 AU). 

Splitting of cometary nuclei is another important feature 
that must be considered. The statistics are quite clear: dis
ruption appears to be completely random with respect to orbital 
parameters and heliocentric distance; a "flaring" tends to 
accompany Lhe event; "new" comets split the most often with res
pect to number of comets observed, followed by long-period comets 

24 
and then short-period comets ; most fragments are a small frac
tion of the size of the original nucleus, and the separation ve-

25 locities are quite small (metere/s). 
In the last few years, a number of important observations 

have been made that further constrain a nucleus model. The radar 
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26 observations of comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock have shown that the 
nucleus is highly non-spherical, that the surface is rough on a 
scale larger than the radar wavelength (3.54 and 12.9 cm) with 
the backscatter due primarily to single reflections, and that an 
expanding "skirt" of non-gravitationally bound material with indi
vidual radii larger than the radar wavelength extended the width 
of the radar beam. 

The clumpy nature of OH emissions in the atmosphere of co-
27 met Halley and their movement relative to the nucleus is 

suggestive of extended sublimation sources. 
Images from the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) appear 

to show dense meteroid streams in the orbits of short period 
28 comets , indicative of material larger than the centimeter size. 
These most recent observations, together with an assortment 

of other evidence, led Weissman to conclude that the orbiting 
or comoving debris are fragments of the nucleus and have dimensions 
ranging from tens of centimeters to hundreds of meters. This quite 
naturally led Weissman to postulate his primordial rubble pile 
of small icy conglomerates. 

7 Although the model of Weissman, and similarly Donn et al, 
can also explain the splitting of comets as the "breaking free of 
weakly bonded fragments", the recent images of the comet Halley 

29-31 nucleus by the VEGA and GIOTTO spacecraft suggest another 
way of looking at this process as well as the nucleus as a whole. 
First, we summarize the more important observations. 

The shape of the Halley nucleus is quite non-spherical 
(potato-like) with altitude variations on the order of 100 m. The 
dimensions of the nucleus as a whole are larger than expected, 
being of the order of 7.5 x 7.5 x 15 Km . 

About 4 - 5 major jets, one particularly bright at its base 
near the nucleus, are seen to originate from the sun-lit side of 
the nucleus and point in the general direction of the sun. The 
base of the jets appear to stand-off from the nucleus surface, 
which can be due to image contrast or shadowing effects. A pro
jected extension of the jets to the surface gives a "foot" length 
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of about 1 Km. The source area of all the jets is estimated to 
be less than 10 % of the total surface area. 

The rest of the surface appears inactive, particularly the 
dark side, although low, undetected dust activity can not be 
dismissed. Furthermore, the surface has a rather uniform albedo 
of a few percent, indicative of a porous dust coating with little 
or no ice. This last point is also consistent with the infrared 
measurements of an average surface temperature of about 370 K. 

3. THE ICY-GLUE MODEL 

These latest results from the spacecraft encounters with 
comet Halley compel us to propose a new model of the nucleus. 
The fact that dust activity is confined for the most part to jets, 
that the majority of the surface is relatively inactive with a 
uniform porous dust covering, and that the altitude variations 
are of the order of 100 m, suggest that the nucleus is composed 
of rather large (tens of centimeters to hundreds of meters) 
porous refractory boulders, "cemented" together with an ice-dust 
grain mix of the icy conglomerate type (Whipple glue). 

To be more precise, we envision an encounter between a 
swarm of porous refractory boulders and an ice-dust grain cloud. 
Agglomeration results in the formation of a cometary nucleus 
comprised of a refractory boulder framework with the ice-dust 
grain mix filling out the volume between the boulders and cove
ring the assemblage as a whole. As the nucleus evolves with re
peated passages close to the sun, those regions above the largest 
boulders, which may be only a few meters thick, become depleted 
in their volatile ices and hence inactive. We call these regions 
dust plates, and they may be only a few centimeters thick. On 
the other hand, the regions between the largest boulders, where 
there are the smaller boulders and the ice-dust mix, may penet
rate quite deep into the nucleus (50-100 m) and hence are not 
likely to become inactive for several (perhaps 50-100) orbits 
around the sun. We call these regions hugo-pores to distinguish 
them from the micro-pores in the Whipple glue. It is from here 
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that the jets originate. A conceptual drawing of such a nucleus 
is shown in Figure 1. 

This model explains in a natural way all the observations 
outlined above. The general shape of the nucleus and its surface 
altitude variations are a direct consequence of the low self-
-gravity and the large boulder framework, whereas the uniform 
porous dust covering is a result of the volatile ices receding 
below the surface and the creation of dust plates. We should add 
that small dust activity may be expected above the dust plates 
as gas diffuses laterally from the hugo-pores through the large 
porous boulders and to the surface. This idea appears to be 
within the resolution limit of the Halley images. 

Jets, as the major sources of cometary activity, are the 
results of a group of hugo-pores coming into view of the sun. 
Depending on the placement of the boulders, the jets may appear 
as line sources delineating the shape of the large boulders near 
the surface or as point sources. These appearances are remi
niscent of the surface topography sketched by Sekanina and 
Larson. 3 2' 3 3 

Typically, we expect the width of the smallest dimension 
of a jet at the surface to be no more than a few hundred meters. 
However, a few hundred meters from the surface, the jet will 
have expanded laterally due to the existence of a gas pressure 
gradient between the site above the hugo-pore and that of the 

34 
surrounding dust plates. The projected width of this "para
boloid-funnel" shaped jet at the surface will be about one kilo
meter. This dimension is consistent with the observed comet 
Halley jets. 

Splitting of comets is now explained by pieces of the 
framework becoming unglued; i.e. the Whipple glue around a par
ticular boulder has been sublimed and entrained to such a point 
that the boulder eventually breaks free. This process is ob
viously random with respect to the comet orbital parameters and 
heliocentric distance, accounts for splitting fragments being a 
small fraction of the original nucleus and separating with a 
small relative velocity, and allows for "flaring" activity as 
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the new uncovered Whipple glue is exposed to the solar environ
ment. The decrease in splitting frequency as a .comet spends more 
time in the inner solar system may be due to such processes as 
densification of the ice-dust grain mix. We also suggest that 
outbursts from comets may be in part the result of the much 
smaller boulders becoming unglued. We note that a major 
difference between our mechanism and that of the rubble pile 
models is that splitting of the icy glue nucleus is a natural 
consequence of the structural make-up, whereas the rubble pile 
theory must invoke "weakly bonded fragments", the interfaces 
of which a heat wave has some ad hoc preference to propagate 
along. 

The activity of some "new" comets at large heliocentric 
distance may also be partially explained by postulating that 
these comets are indeed new to the inner solar system with 
the entire surface capable of dust and ice production, and 
that comets are probably significantly larger than previously 
thought. Thus, it is not until the inactive dust plates begin 
to predominate after a few orbits that this large heliocentric 
activity begins to subside. This idea may of course be used in 5 conjunction with the chemical differentiation model to account 
for the "tapering-off" of. activity at smaller heliocentric 
distances. 

Finally, the asymmetric behavior of cometary lightcurves 
about perihelion can in part be explained by the location of 
the active hugo-pores. If this were the only explanation for 
the lightcurve asymmetry, statistics should show just as many 
comets brighter pre-perihelion as post-helion. However, other 
processes may skew the statistics one way or the other. For 
example, the thermal lag of the nucleus as a whole should scew 
the statistics '.n favor of poet-perihelion brightening; whereas 
pre-perihelion is preferred by nuclei with a highly reactive 
surface created by cosmic ray bombardment at very large helio-

35 36 37 
centric distances ' (see however Donn ). In any case, on an 
individual comet basis, the production rates and lightcurve 38 (e.g. the odd behavior of comet Encke ) can in principle be 
derived by a proper choice of hugo-pore locations and sizes 
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(e.g. the positioning of a strongly H^O producing hugo-pore in 
the appropriate hemisphere). 

This last conjecture points to the need for a new method
ology for calculating the thermal profiles of the nucleus, 
especially near the surface. The typical manner in which these 
calculations are undertaken is to consider the nucleus with a 
single set of equations and then to evolve the comet in some 
suitably chosen time-dependent fashion. However, it appears to 
us that no matter how much surface evolution is calculated such 
a procedure will never reproduce the random nature of cometary 
observations, especially the jet source positions in the comet 
Halley images. We suggest that at least two sets of equations 
are needed, one for the dust plates and another for the hugo-
-pores. For example, the dust plates to a fair approximation 
will be in a thermal balance between the incident solar energy 
and the low albedo dust reradiation, while the hugo-pores can be 
subjected to the usual Mendis-Brin modeling. In this manner an 
infinite ensemble of comet thermal histories can be traced. 
Although this appears to make the situation rather impossible 
for a particular comet of interest, this problem may be allevia
ted if for example the topographical mapping technique of 

32 33 Sekanina and Larson ' proves successful with the comet Halley 
images. 

The creation of an icy-glue nucleus is another issue which 
must be addressed. Present interest in the cosmogonic develop
ment of the solar system is very high as can be seen from the 

39 one thousand page monument Protostars and Planets II. However, 
other than the general acceptance of the idea that the sun and 
planets, together with the asteroid, meteroid and comet debris, 
evolved from the same molecular cloud, the details of the cre
ation are still rather uncertain. It is therefore difficult to 
place the icy-glue nucleus into a given cosmogonic model. 

However, we suggest the following scenario. The large 
porous boulders are first agglomerated in the volatile poor pre-
-Jupiter region. The growing Jupiter and Saturn protoplanets 
cause the diffusion of a fair amount of this material through 
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the pre-Uranus/Neptune zone. Since agglomeration of the original 
influx of material into this outer zone is quite slow, as sugges-

39 ted by a number of theories , the boulders arrive to find the 
ice and dust still in the small grain phase and somewhat extended 
about the ecliptic plane. The boulders and grains then come to
gether to form the icy-glue nuclei described previously with the 
Uranus and Neptune protoplanets ejecting them to the Oort cloud. 

Although this scenario is only illustrative and needs to 
be subjected to a proper dynamical analysis, we point out an im
portant difference between the icy-glue complex and the icy con
glomerate models. Namely, the icy conglomerate models have their 
basic building blocks constructed from both dust and ice grains, 
although the mixture may be heterogeneous relative to the center 
of the nucleus or the individual building blocks. On the other 
hand, the icy-glue model is built from two different types of 
basic units: porous refractory boulders with little or no initial, 
volatile content and grains of dust and ice. This fundamental 
difference may prove useful in constructing a cosmogonic theory 
of the solar system. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the latest VEGA and GIOTTO data, we have proposed 
a new model of the nucleus which we believe accounts for the 
major cometary observations. An important prediction of this 
model is that the major jets should have source regions which do 
not move around the surface and have long lifetimes (several 
orbits). Presently, the analysis of the VEGA and GIOTTO data has 
not progressed far enough to comment on this. However, it appears 
that the topographical map of Halley's active regions in 1910 is 

ДО 
very similar to that of the present apparition. 

Another prediction of the icy-glue model in its present 
form is that the region just above the dust plates will also 
have a very low gas activity. It is probably safe to assume that 
the gas activity is proportional to the dust activity seen in 
the VEGA and GIOTTO images, but this should be confirmed inde
pendently. 
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we should also comment that the literature often suggests 
that jets may originate from fissures that have opened on the 
surface due to thermal stress. The freshly exposed ice then pro
vides the source for the jets. Our contention is that although 
the surface may crack, the resulting excess production will be 
of an outburst nature rather than a steady jet. The reason is 
that exposed ice will quickly recede to form a dust mantle (only 
a few tenths of a centimeter are needed) and return the excessi
vely active surface to that of a diffusion process. Thus, al
though fissures and unglued small boulders 'may account for out
bursts, the hugo-pores are responsible for the steady jet acti
vity. 

Finally, we have strongly commented on the need for a new 
methodology of calculating thermal profiles of the nucleus. We 
are presently engaged in such a paradigm change and will present 

41 the results elsewhere. 
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Figure J. (a) Three-dimensional perepeative of an icy-glue 
cometary nucleus showing active and inactive Hugo-
poree, release of small boulders, surface altitude 
variations of about 100 m, and dust plates. 
(2>) Cross-sectional view of an icy-glue cometary 
nucleus indicating porous refractory framework 
imbedded in Whipple glue, outer dust covering, and 
penetrations from surface of potentially active 
hugo-pores. 
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